
 Generous space and usability

 35mm longer wheelbase and a 20mm 
shorter rear overhang supports more 
expansive cabin

 Cleverly packaged hybrid components 
result in uncompromised interior space 
and usability

 Optimised noise reduction in engine bay 
and rear wheelhouse creates a quieter, 
more refined cabin
	 A	Civic	first:	Fully	digital	dash	and	

instrumentation, in top grade models 

 Touch points enhanced with tactile 
materials 

PREMIUM, CONTEMPORARY INTERIOR DESIGN

 Building on 50 years of success, Civic is the 
latest Honda model offered exclusively as 
a hybrid – completing Honda’s mission to 
electrify all European mainstream models 
by 2022

 Built on the development concept of 
‘exhilarating’, Civic follows Honda’s 
human-centric approach with a focus on 
dynamics, design and technology 
	 Efficient	e:HEV	system	delivers	high,	

instant torque level compared to rivals 
while	delivering	smooth	and	refined	power

 Improved SENSING features and 
structural components ensure  
class-leading safety

 High	standard	specification	including	
HONDA SENSING, heated front seats, front 
and rear parking sensors, dual auto climate 
control and LED headlights.

‘REFRESHING AND 
EXHILARATING EXPERIENCE’

 New 2.0-litre direct-injection, Atkinson-
cycle engine achieves an industry best 41% 
thermal	efficiency	

 New individual mode allows driver to 
tailor drivetrain and steering to personal 
preference
	 Uprated	e:HEV	system	features	high-

output propulsion motor and the latest 
version of Honda’s Intelligent Power Unit 
(IPU), which now features 72 cells 

 ‘Winding Road Detection’ control logic 
ensures the petrol engine operation is 
maintained whilst cornering on winding 
roads, reducing lag on acceleration 
application 

 Engine noise reduced by using additional 
insulation around intake manifold and a 
new urethane engine cover

 Engine vibration reduced by utilising a 
new high-rigidity crankshaft and a new 
secondary balancer shaft

EFFICIENT AND RESPONSIVE POWERTRAIN

 A sleek and sporty silhouette with a bonnet 
line 25mm lower, a lower glasshouse, and 
a	more	defined	beltline	than	the	previous	
generation

 Low belt line also improves visibility from 
the rear seats 

	 Sleek	body	profile,	wider	track	and	wheel	
arch hemming creates a sportier,  
ground-hugging stance

 A cleaner silhouette thanks to advanced 
laser brazing technology removing 
unnecessary lines on roof channels 

NOISELESS, COUPE-LIKE DESIGN



LATEST GENERATION 
INFOTAINMENT 

 Infotainment system positioning 
minimises up-and-down eye movement, 
improving natural operation.

 Civic first: Full digital dial 10.2-inch HD 
display (top spec models only)

 Apple CarPlay / Android Auto as standard

 Eight speakers (Elegance and Sport 
grades); 12 premium BOSE speakers 
(Advance grade)

 35mm longer wheelbase and wider rear 
track improves stability on uneven roads

 Low friction ball joints and revised front 
dampers improve dynamic feel

 Increased body rigidity and revised 
suspension improves cornering stability 
and dynamic response

 Network of interconnected structures 
increase body rigidity by 22%

 Aluminium bonnet is 43% lighter than the 
previous model’s steel panel, while the 
resin tailgate is 20% lighter than before 
resulting in a lightweight yet highly rigid 
body 

DESIGNED FOR THE JOY OF DRIVING Power & Torque 135kW, 315Nm

Performance (0-100km/h) From	7.8	seconds

Economy (per 100km, WLTP) From	4.6l/	100km

Emissions (combined, WLTP) From	108g/km

Max. Towing Weight (kg) braked 750

Max. Towing Weight (kg) unbraked 600

KEY FIGURES

Visit	Hondanews.eu to view the full Civic press kit

 11th generation Civic features improved 
Honda SENSING safety technology

 Wider angle front camera and enhanced 
recognition technology improve Civic’s 
capacity to identify road objects

 Eight sonar sensors detect non-metallic 
objects more reliably and with far greater 
accuracy than previous millimetre wave 
radar

 New structural components have been 
incorporated to meet next-generation 
safety requirements, including additional 
door beams that improve side collision 
performance 
	 Front	bumper	beam	safety	plate	absorbs	

impact energy to reduce the risk of leg 
fractures and knee ligament damage in 
vehicle/pedestrian collisions

ENHANCED SAFETY FEATURES


